CAMPING PROGRAMS AT BITTERN PRIMARY

At Bittern we are committed to providing a high quality camping programs that incorporate: variety, independence, team building, increased social skills and learning in an out of the school environment.

During their time at Bittern Primary, students will have the opportunity to attend two camps.

In grades 3/4, students are offered a challenging adventure camp. They are housed in secure accommodation and are involved in a series of activities that increase their self-confidence. Most of the activities are outdoors, with a focus on the environment and team building.

In grades 5/6, students take part in a camp that is directly linked to an area of study. A camp at Sovereign Hill or Ballarat is an excellent way to reinforce concepts taught in History. An Urban camp, where the students live in an inner city venue, is a meaningful way of blending Geography, History and Civics.

Above all there is a fun focus in all camps.

Camps are held on alternate years, to reduce the financial strain on parents. A sequential payment system is always available.

Grade 5/6s on their recent Melbourne Urban Camp

Running around the exercise yard at the Old Melbourne Jail
Under the shade of a beautiful tree: in the Alexandra Gardens.

Just “hanging around”
Sitting on the steps of the “Shrine of Remembrance”